
Robert Smith
Bid Specialist

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Bid Specialist is Assigning and closing deductions to the correct contract within the Trade system. 
Ensuring accuracy and compliance with contracts and look for deal overspend. Working to resolve 
and eliminate aging deductions over 90 days old. Using problem solving skills to troubleshoot 
difficult deductions.

SKILLS

Paralegal, Planning, Sales,&nbsp;Microsoft Office, Peach-tree, Quick-books, Filing, Fax, Customer 
Service, Data Entry, Desktop Publishing, Copy Machine.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Bid Specialist
ABC Corporation  July 1999 – October 2004 
 Hired as the Company Receptionist.
 Researched State Codes/Statutes to check on qualifications to supply to that State.
 Registered company on bidder/vendor list.
 Expedited sales orders, trouble shooting and handling other miscellaneous customer 

situations as they occur.
 Worked with the NOS associate at the time to clean up the spreadsheet and ensure that the 

Notice of Sales were being processed in a timely manor.
 Took over bids and with my partner we brought the bids back up to date.
 Assisted the Sale Package team to help them get back into date.

Bid Specialist
Delta Corporation  1997 – 1999 
 Loaded daily REO sales bid to the LPS system for transfer to the attorney firm.
 Worked daily Workflow Report to ensure there were no last minute Work Out Solutions that 

would prevent a foreclosure sale.
 Coordinated with Postponement Desk, Short Sale Desk, and Loan Workout Officers to stop 

foreclosure sales if a still scheduled sale is discovered that .
 Reason for leaving Layoff.
 Receive invitations to bid on food service equipment, contact vendors for pricing, complete 

bid trying to provide the best product and price and be .
 Mostly work with state agencies and ensure adherence to that states laws and regulations.
 Maintained excellent customer and vendor relations, customer service, and followed-up to 

ensure satisfaction.

EDUCATION

High School Diploma
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